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Sean Lock is a renowned English comedian. He has won the British Comedy Award in the category of Best Live Comic, and been nominated
for the Perrier. He is a regular at London's Comedy Store and has appeared at all the major festivals around the world including Edinburgh,
Melbourne, Montreal and the Stavanger Humorfestivat in Norway. He wrote a screenplay with Johnny Vegas and Martin Treneman, entitled
Slings.
"One of the finest and most original comedians around today"The Independent

In detail

Languages

In 2004, he starred in the BBC sitcom 15 Storeys High. He is

He presents in English.

team captain on the topical comedy panel show, 8 Out of 10 Cats,
and his extensive television credits include appearances on QI

Want to know more?

(BBC), Have I Got News for You (BBC), They Think It's All Over

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

(BBC), Never Mind The Buzzcocks (BBC), The World Of Lee

could bring to your event.

Evans (Channel 4), Here's Johnny (BBC) and The Stand Up
Show (BBC). In 2006, he hosted his own entertainment show on

How to book him?

Channel 4 called TV Heaven, Telly Hell. During his career as a

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

stand-up comic he has also written material for such comics as
Bill Bailey, Lee Evans and Mark Lamarr. He also became the first
comedian to perform at Wembley Arena due to the fact he was
supporting Rob Newman and David Baddiel - who are widely
reported as being the first to have done this.

What he offers you
Sean Lock is one of the UK's most highly acclaimed and original
comedians, making his stage debut over 12 years ago. His
stand-up is the product of a hyperactive imagination combining
hilariously surreal imagery and insightful observations on the
human condition. He provides eager audiences with a seemingly
casual, but densely inventive mix of observational comedy and
absurdism. See Lockipedia once, and you're likely to become a
dedicated Lockipedophile.

How he presents
A truly hilarious presenter, Sean is in great demand at events
throughout the country. He is one of stand-up's great lateral
thinkers, able to take a straightforward comedy observation, then
take that quantum leap of imagination needed to make it
distinctively funny. He has more than enough delightfully sharp
turns of phrase, wittily disgruntled complaints and brief moments
of madness to tickle the funnybone.
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